Bill Clinton's long history of sexual violence (The 30 years of rape you won't find in My Life)

Capitol Hill Blue

Women have been charging Bill Clinton with sexual assault since his days as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford 30 years ago.

A continuing investigation into the President's questionable sexual history reveal incidents that go back as far as Clinton's college days, with more than a dozen women claiming his sexual appetites leave little room for the word "no."

Juanita Broaddrick, an Arkansas nursing home operator, told NBC's Lisa Myers five weeks ago she was raped by Clinton. NBC shelved the interview, saying they were confirming all parts of the story, but finally aired it Wednesday night.

Broaddrick finally took her story to The Wall Street Journal, which published her account of the brutal rape at the hands of the future President, followed by The Washington Post and some other publications.

But Capitol Hill Blue has confirmed that Broaddrick's story is only one account of many attempted and actual sexual assaults by Clinton that go back 30 years. Among the other incidents:

Eileen Wellstone, 19-year-old English woman who said Clinton sexually assaulted her after she met him at a pub near the Oxford where the future President was a student in 1969. A retired State Department employee, who asked not to be identified, confirmed that he spoke with the family of the girl and filed a report with his superiors. Clinton admitted having sex with the girl, but claimed it was consensual. The victim's family declined to pursue the case; In 1972, a 22-year-old woman told campus police at Yale University that she was sexually assaulted by Clinton, a law student at the college. No charges were filed, but retired campus policemen contacted by Capitol Hill Blue confirmed the incident. The woman, tracked down by Capitol Hill Blue last week, confirmed the incident, but declined to discuss it further and would not give permission to use her name; In 1974, a female student at the University of Arkansas complained that then-law school instructor Bill Clinton tried to prevent her from leaving his office during a conference. She said he groped her and forced his hand inside her blouse. She complained to her faculty advisor who confronted Clinton, but Clinton claimed the student "came on" to him. The student left the school shortly after the incident. Reached at her home in Texas, the former student confirmed the incident, but declined to go on the record with her account. Several former students at the University have confirmed the incident in confidential interviews and said there were other reports of Clinton attempting to force himself on female students; Broaddrick, a volunteer in Clinton's gubernatorial campaign, said he raped her in 1978. Mrs. Broaddrick suffered a bruised and torn lip, which she said she suffered when Clinton bit her during the rape; From 1978-1980, during Clinton's first term as governor of Arkansas, state troopers assigned to protect the governor were aware of at least seven complaints from women who said Clinton forced, or attempted to force, himself on them sexually. One retired state trooper said in an interview that the common joke among those assigned to protect Clinton was "who's next?". One former state trooper said other troopers would often escort women to the governor's hotel room after political events, often more than one an evening; Carolyn Moffet, a legal secretary in Little Rock in 1979, said she met then-governor Clinton at a political fundraiser and shortly thereafter received an invitation to meet the governor in his hotel room. "I was escorted there by a state trooper. When I went in, he was sitting on a couch, wearing only an undershirt. He pointed at his penis and told me to suck it. I told him I didn't even do that for my boyfriend and he got mad, grabbed my head and shoved it into his lap. I pulled away from him and ran out of the room." Elizabeth Ward, the Miss Arkansas who won the Miss America crown in 1982, told friends she was forced by Clinton to have sex with him shortly after she won her state crown. Last year, Ward, who is now married with the last name of Gracen (from her first marriage), told an
interviewer she did have sex with Clinton but said it was consensual. Close friends of Ward, however, say she still maintains privately that Clinton forced himself on her. Paula Corbin, an Arkansas state worker, filed a sexual harassment case against Clinton after an encounter in a Little Rock hotel room where the then-governor exposed himself and demanded oral sex. Clinton settled the case with Jones recently with an $850,000 cash payment. Sandra Allen James, a former Washington, DC, political fundraiser says Presidential candidate-to-be Clinton invited her to his hotel room during a political trip to the nation's capital in 1991, pinned her against the wall and stuck his hand up her dress. She says she screamed loud enough for the Arkansas State Trooper stationed outside the hotel suite to bang on the door and ask if everything was all right, at which point Clinton released her and she fled the room. When she reported the incident to her boss, he advised her to keep her mouth shut if she wanted to keep working. Miss James has since married and left Washington. Reached at her home last week, the former Miss James said she later learned that other women suffered the same fate at Clinton's hands when he was in Washington during his Presidential run. Christy Zercher, a flight attendant on Clinton's leased campaign plane in 1992, says Presidential candidate Clinton exposed himself to her, grabbed her breasts and made explicit remarks about oral sex. A video shot on board the plane by ABC News shows an obviously inebriated Clinton with his hand between another young flight attendant's legs. Zercher said later in an interview that White House attorney Bruce Lindsey tried to pressure her into not going public about the assault. Kathleen Willey, a White House volunteer, reported that Clinton grabbed her, fondled her breast and pressed her hand against his genitals during an Oval Office meeting in November, 1993. Willey, who told her story in a 60 Minutes interview, became a target of a White House-directed smear campaign after she went public. In an interview with Capitol Hill Blue, the retired State Department employee said he believed the story Miss Wellstone, the young English woman who said Clinton raped her in 1969.

"There was no doubt in my mind that this young woman had suffered severe emotional trauma," he said. "But we were under tremendous pressure to avoid the embarrassment of having a Rhodes Scholar charged with rape. I filed a report with my superiors and that was the last I heard of it."

Miss Wellstone, who is now married and lives near London, confirmed the incident when contacted this week, but refused to discuss the matter further. She said she would not go public with further details of the attack. Afterwards, she changed her phone number and hired a barrister who warned a reporter to stay away from his client.

In his book, Unlimited Access, former FBI agent Gary Aldrich reported that Clinton left Oxford University for a "European Tour" in 1969 and was told by University officials that he was no longer welcome there. Aldrich said Clinton's academic record at Oxford was lackluster. Clinton later accepted a scholarship for Yale Law School and did not complete his studies at Oxford.

The State Department official who investigated the incident said Clinton's interests appeared to be drinking, drugs and sex, not studies.

"I came away from the incident with the clear impression that this was a young man who was there to party, not study," he said.

Oxford officials refused comment. The State Department also refused to comment on the incident. A Freedom of Information request filed by Capitol Hill Blue failed to turn up any records of the incident.

Capitol Hill Blue also spoke with the former Miss James, the Washington fundraiser who confirmed the encounter with Clinton at the Four Seasons Hotel in Washington, but first said she would not appear publicly because anyone who does so is destroyed by the Clinton White House.

"My husband and children deserve better than that," she said when first contacted two weeks ago. After reading the Broaddrick story Friday, however, she called back and gave permission to use her maiden name, but said she had no intention of pursuing the matter.

"I wasn't raped, but I was trapped in a hotel room for a brief moment by a boorish man," she said. "I got away. He tried calling me several times after that, but I didn't take his phone calls. Then he stopped. I guess he moved
But Miss James also retreated from public view this week after other news organizations contacted her.

The former Miss Moffet, the legal secretary who says Clinton tried to force her into oral sex in 1979, has since married and left the state. She says that when she told her boyfriend, who was a lawyer and supporter of Clinton, about the incident, he told her to keep her mouth shut.

"He said that people who crossed the governor usually regretted it and that if I knew what was good for me I'd forget that it ever happened," she said. "I haven't forgotten it. You don't forget crude men like that."

Like two other women, the former Miss Moffet declined further interviews. A neighbor said she had received threatening phone calls.

The other encounters were confirmed with more than 30 interviews with retired Arkansas state employees, former state troopers and former Yale and University of Arkansas students. Like others, they refused to go public because of fears of retaliation from the Clinton White House.

Likewise, the mainstream media has shied away from the Broaddrick story. Initially, only The Drudge Report and other Internet news sites have actively pursued it. Since initial publication of this story, a few mainstream media outlets have expressed interest in interviewing the women.

The White House did not return calls for comment. White House attorney David Kendall has issued a public denial of the Broaddrick rape.

The REAL "My Life." You will find this material next to the section of the book where Clinton describes how he sold the crown jewels of our nation's nuclear and missle technology to the Chinese military in exchange for hundreds of millions of dollars in bribes to himself, Hillary, and the Democratic National Committee.

1 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:28:10 PM by FormerACLUmember
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

Seems like so many accusations can't all be coincidence...

2 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:36:47 PM by Libertina
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

My I suggest to FReepers that they copy or download this material. Make copies on your printer and fold the standard 8.5" X 11" sheets in half. The folded copy of this information should fit nicely inside copies of krinton's new book. Slip them inside the book when perusing at your local book shop...

To: FormerACLUmember

But these accusations are just about sex.

---

4 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:38:21 PM by Paleo Conservative (Do not remove this tag under penalty of law.)

To: FormerACLUmember

Some things even CHB gets right.

---

5 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:40:28 PM by martin_fierro (It MUST be true. I saw it on the Internet.)

To: FormerACLUmember

Eileen Wellstone, 19-year-old English woman who said Clinton sexually assaulted her after she met him at a pub near the Oxford where the future President was a student in 1969. A retired State Department employee, who asked not to be identified, confirmed that he spoke with the family of the girl and filed a report with his superiors. Clinton admitted having sex with the girl, but claimed it was consensual. The victim's family declined to pursue the case;

In 1972, a 22-year-old woman told campus police at Yale University that she was sexually assaulted by Clinton, a law student at the college. No charges were filed, but retired campus policemen contacted by Capitol Hill Blue confirmed the incident. The woman, tracked down by Capitol Hill Blue last week, confirmed the incident, but declined to discuss it further and would not give permission to use her name;

In 1974, a female student at the University of Arkansas complained that then-law school instructor Bill Clinton tried to prevent her from leaving his office during a conference. She said he groped her and forced his hand inside her blouse. She complained to her faculty advisor who confronted Clinton, but Clinton claimed the student "came on" to him. The student left the school shortly after the incident. Reached at her home in Texas, the former student confirmed the incident, but declined to go on the record with her account.

Several former students at the University have confirmed the incident in confidential interviews and said there were other reports of Clinton attempting to force himself on female students;

Broaddrick, a volunteer in Clinton's gubernatorial campaign, said he raped her in 1978. Mrs. Broaddrick suffered a bruised and torn lip, which she said she suffered when Clinton bit her during the rape;

From 1978-1980, during Clinton's first term as governor of Arkansas, state troopers assigned to protect the governor were aware of at least seven complaints from women who said Clinton forced, or attempted to force, himself on them sexually. One retired state trooper said in an interview that the common joke among those assigned to protect Clinton was "who's next?". One former state trooper said other troopers would often escort women to the governor's hotel room after political events, often more than one an evening;

Carolyn Moffet, a legal secretary in Little Rock in 1979, said she met then-governor Clinton at a political fundraiser and shortly thereafter received an invitation to meet the governor in his hotel room. "I was escorted there by a state trooper. When I went in, he was sitting on a couch, wearing only an undershirt. He pointed at his penis and told me to suck it. I told him I didn't even do that for my boyfriend and he got mad, grabbed my head and shoved it into his lap. I pulled away from him and ran out of the room."
Elizabeth Ward, the Miss Arkansas who won the Miss America crown in 1982, told friends she was forced by Clinton to have sex with him shortly after she won her state crown. Last year, Ward, who is now married with the last name of Gracen (from her first marriage), told an interviewer she did have sex with Clinton but said it was consensual. Close friends of Ward, however, say she still maintains privately that Clinton forced himself on her.

Paula Corbin, an Arkansas state worker, filed a sexual harassment case against Clinton after an encounter in a Little Rock hotel room where the then-governor exposed himself and demanded oral sex. Clinton settled the case with Jones recently with an $850,000 cash payment.

Sandra Allen James, a former Washington, DC, political fundraiser says Presidential candidate-to-be Clinton invited her to his hotel room during a political trip to the nation's capital in 1991, pined her against the wall and stuck his hand up her dress. She says she screamed loud enough for the Arkansas State Trooper stationed outside the hotel suite to bang on the door and ask if everything was all right, at which point Clinton released her and she fled the room. When she reported the incident to her boss, he advised her to keep her mouth shut if she wanted to keep working. Miss James has since married and left Washington. Reached at her home last week, the former Miss James said she later learned that other women suffered the same fate at Clinton's hands when he was in Washington during his Presidential run.

Christy Zercher, a flight attendant on Clinton's leased campaign plane in 1992, says Presidential candidate Clinton exposed himself to her, grabbed her breasts and made explicit remarks about oral sex. A video shot on board the plane by ABC News shows an obviously inebriated Clinton with his hand between another young flight attendant's legs. Zercher said later in an interview that White House attorney Bruce Lindsey tried to pressure her into not going public about the assault.

Kathleen Willey, a White House volunteer, reported that Clinton grabbed her, fondled her breast and pressed her hand against his genitals during an Oval Office meeting in November, 1993. Willey, who told her story in a 60 Minutes interview, became a target of a White House-directed smear campaign after she went public. In an interview with Capitol Hill Blue, the retired State Department employee said she believed the story Miss Wellstone, the young English woman who said Clinton raped her in 1969.

To: WorkingClassFilth

(My I suggest to FReepers that they copy or download this material. Make copies on your printer and fold the standard 8.5" X 11" sheets in half. The folded copy of this information should fit nicely inside copies of krinton's new book. Slip them inside the book when perusing at your local book shop

Now THAT'S a FREEP!!!!!

To: FormerACLUmember

(MIDI - SHE'S ALWAYS A WOMAN

She was 19 years old…I loved her English eyes
She was telling me no, that's a word I despise
So I took what I wanted, I'll take what I see
She cried like a child
But she's just a dumb woman to me

She was just 22…and at Yale we studied
Recollection's not clear…but she might have been bloodied
Though she talked to the police, they just let me go free

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/1157708/posts
"We do not believe that violence against women is 'simply cultural' -- we believe it is simply criminal... I am proud that my husband has stood up as President to confront the violence and to protect American women." - Hillary Clinton 10/20/97"
To: FormerACLUmember

You really used to be on the dark side? The ACLU?

11 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:52:52 PM by doug from upland (Don't wait until it is too late to stop Hillary -- do something today!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 10 | View Replies]

To: doug from upland

You really used to be on the dark side? The ACLU?

Man, I am so totally STILL on the dark side. You have no idea!

12 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:54:36 PM by FormerACLUmember (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 11 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

Or glue them to the front inside cover and stand in line and get him to autograph it... as such...

"ITS ALL TRUE, BEST WISHES BILL CLINTON"

[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 7 | View Replies]

To: Walkingfeather

Or glue them to the front inside cover and stand in line and get him to autograph it... as such... "ITS ALL TRUE, BEST WISHES BILL CLINTON"

Get a notary to witness this and notarize the confession!!!!

14 posted on 6/21/2004, 9:57:44 PM by FormerACLUmember (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 13 | View Replies]

Comment #15 Removed by Moderator

To: FormerACLUmember

Clinton's book should be called, "My Low Life."

16 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:04:49 PM by Free ThinkerNY (((((Impeach Clintoon Again))))
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: Free ThinkerNY

"My Lies"... or "My Lice"

17 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:05:42 PM by FormerACLUmember (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 16 | View Replies]
The poor man was mad at his mother

18 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:07:25 PM by woofie (99% of lawyers give the rest a bad name.)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: woofie

Clinton is just a typical example of the 90% of lawyers who are narcissistic sociopaths.

19 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:13:01 PM by FormerACLUmember (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 18 | View Replies]

To: doug from upland

She's a real beauty queen…Miss America winner
I used power and fear…and then I enjoyed dinner
I warned her not to talk…she'd be sorry, you see
I would blame it on her
'Cause she's just a dumb woman to me

Didn't her house burn down?

20 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:14:42 PM by Syncro
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 8 | View Replies]

To: WorkingClassFilth; FormerACLUmember

Excellent suggestion.

Though I might do it with gloves on.

Have sent it to my email distribution list.

Great doc.

THANKS TONS.

21 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:17:06 PM by Quix (Choose this day whom U will serve: Shrillery & demonic goons or The King of Kings and Lord of Lords)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 3 | View Replies]

To: Syncro

Nope. That was a girl from PENTHOUSE. This is Elizabeth Ward Gracen.

22 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:17:43 PM by doug from upland (Don't wait until it is too late to stop Hillary -- do something today!)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 20 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

I also added many paragraph breaks to the long unbroken section. I realized there were many ";" in it but it still needed broken up, imho.
To: Quix

U R welcome. Luv the tag!

To: FormerACLUmember

Thanks.

Am in contact with my former univ boss from 30 years ago. Amazingly, he's turned super liberal and cites stories from a buddy he had in the Army in Germany who ended up in the CIA and is now retired.

I recently had an email exchange with my boss re the ACLU attacking the cross etc. and he seemed rather kindly disposed toward the ACLU and said he gave his input to various leaders of the org. Do you have anything you can tell me that I could 'throw at him' ??

Thanks.

To: Quix

Simple formula: 90% of all cases chosen by the ACLU are solely to destroy the United States and our freedoms.

To: doug from upland

There are women who act as enablers. They know their man is committing rape, sometimes it's a step parent who rapes her daughter and she allows it to go on. That's what Hillary is. An enabler.

Why does a woman become an enabler? What is the pay-off? There always is one. She gets to keep the man. For some it's simple security that they would sell their souls for. But Hillary wasn't afraid to lose something as simple as security. She was prepared to overlook anything, even repeated rapes, to ride her man to the White House.

They made a deal - she looked the other way while she ran the country and Billy boy did as he liked. Klintoon was never President. Hillary was. He never took the job seriously. She did. And now she wants it for herself. (That's my view, all the way from Oz.)

Her statement "I'm proud that my husband has stood up as President to confront the violence and protect American women" fair took my breath away. Thanks for posting it.
To: WorkingClassFilth

That, is an AWESOME idea!

To: FormerACLUmember

Time to unseal all those additional documents from the impeachment hearings. The ones that have never seen the light of day. After all as the press is constantly telling us, the people have a right to know....

To: FormerACLUmember

If there was anything that convinced me that these stories were real early on, it was the interview with Elizabeth Ward Gracen in the Toronto Sun Times. A number of the details such as biting the victim's lips were so similar it was stunning. Gracen claims to have been involved in a one night stand, while friends of hers claim she was in hysterics at he time and had clearly been raped. She started getting good acting parts at about that time...

The Toronto Times interview has totally disappeared from the internet for whatever reason. Nonetheless, I saved it. Here it is:

EX-LOVER TELLS OF HER FEAR OF CLINTON

Toronto Sun via Grabbe
September 17, 1998

"people were being staked out"

To millions, Elizabeth Gracen will forever be linked to the fall of a powerful man.

"He died in my arms," she says, speaking, of course, of her role in the 1990 TV movie, The Death Of The Incredible Hulk.

You were thinking of someone else? Then-Arkansas Governor, now pig-boy U.S. President Bill Clinton, perhaps, with whom Gracen had a one-time sexual encounter?

Fifteen years ago. Everyone who hasn't fooled with a loser or three, step forward. Now get over it.

Gracen is starting to.

Clinton's unfolding free-fall and waning power bring her new peace of mind.

Remember that this is a woman who wanted nothing to do with him ever again, wanted nothing from him now or then. She rebuffed the tabloids' dirty money and went public this spring only when she says she had to correct a lie, a former friend's deposition in the Paula Jones case that claimed Clinton had forced himself on Gracen. She found herself a piece of what she calls "this horrible chess game."

Speaking at the gracious Annex mansion she shares with her boyfriend, New York-born investment banker Pat Augustus, and her doted-on Great Dane, Bronte, Gracen expresses relief.

"I think Clinton is a very dangerous, manipulative man and I've had to be very careful," she says.

"There was a lot of pressure on my family and friends, people were being staked out. I was a little bit afraid for my own safety at one point. It's just not an area where you're safe."

She pauses, then says, "I would never have said what I just told you a month ago."

This month, karma has caught Clinton by the tail and life is looking up.

On Highlander, life lasts forever. Gracen plays Amanda, an immortal thief finally learning from 1,200 years of experience. She takes pleasure in the character's fearless persona, "because that's the way I see women if they ever owned the power that they have, and truly listened to their own voices."

As well as a good job and relative sanctuary from the ruckus in Washington, Highlander has offered her the gift of friendship, something she was hungry for. She's pals with co-star Patricia Gage and the heavily-female crew. They hang out, call each other The Chinchilla Social Club.

"It's something that I needed so badly. I lost so many friends this year in terms of betrayal," says Gracen.

"These women have been such a resting place for me. We sit in the trailer and just gossip and laugh our heads off and
talk about important things and just really bond."

Before decamping for Paris, she's hoping the London film festival will screen her first effort as a director, The Damn Deal, a moving, entertaining documentary about three female impersonators. In her film, the men metamorphose into their stage selves, finishing up looking for all the world like prototypical Clinton girls -- big-haired, lipsticked pageant queens.

Gracen roars with laughter at the thought.

"He'll be after them," she says. "No one's safe."

Toronto Sun, September 17, 1998

30 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:36:49 PM by judywillow
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

31 posted on 6/21/2004, 10:41:19 PM by Denver Ditdat (Ronald Reagan belongs to the ages now, but we preferred it when he belonged to us.)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember
Personally, I'm still wondering about THE CLINTON BODY COUNT. I suppose everyone has read this:

http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/BODIES.html

Any comments for an aussie who doesn't know quite how to deal with this, would be appreciated.

32 posted on 6/21/2004, 11:21:38 PM by Fred Nerks (WHAT DID MOORE KNOW ABOUT BERG AND WHEN DID HE KNOW IT?)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: Paleo Conservative

Yes, afterall, it is only sex.

33 posted on 6/21/2004, 11:24:01 PM by television is just wrong
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 4 | View Replies]

To: doug from upland

Thanks. I guess what threw me off was that Gracen was a Miss America winner also.

And of course Gracen was in Playboy, not Penthouse.

34 posted on 6/21/2004, 11:32:27 PM by Syncro
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 22 | View Replies]

To: judywillow

Minor point but as your posting shows the newspaper is called just the Toronto Sun not Sun Times. That is the Chicago paper. There is no Sun Times or Toronto Times here in Toronto.

35 posted on 6/21/2004, 11:38:38 PM by xp38
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 30 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmember

The REAL "My Life." You will find this material next to the section of the book where Clinton describes how he sold the crown jewels of our nation's nuclear and missile technology to the Chinese military in exchange for hundreds of millions of dollars in bribes to himself, Hillary, and the Democratic National Committee.

Frankly, one ought to be grateful that Bill Clinton's book probably contains very little truth about "his life." Can you imagine the nightmares we might have?

[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: judywillow

The Toronto Times interview has totally disappeared from the internet for whatever reason. Nonetheless, I saved it. Here it is: EX-LOVER TELLS OF HER FEAR OF CLINTON

EXcellent catch!

37 posted on 6/22/2004, 4:43:33 AM by FormerACLUmember (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 30 | View Replies]
To: Fred Nerks

Monica was given a copy of the Clinton Body Count early on to shut her up.

38 posted on 6/22/2004, 4:45:28 AM by FormerACLUmembre (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 32 | View Replies]

To: Syncro

There is so much sleaze to remember. :)

39 posted on 6/22/2004, 6:46:05 AM by doug from upland (Don't wait until it is too late to stop Hillary -- do something today!)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 34 | View Replies]

To: Libberty

Thank you! I always say spread the good news and, in krinton's case, his bad news is out good news.

[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 28 | View Replies]

To: Quix

You're most welcome - spread the word, brother!

[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 21 | View Replies]

To: FormerACLUmembre

Nothing like a post-publication addendum to insure that readers are well informed with correct information and, hey, it costs krinton nothing so it should he might consider it a bonus for his lucky readers.

[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 7 | View Replies]

To: WorkingClassFilth

Love your book insertion idea.

I just think it's wiser without fingerprints.

43 posted on 6/22/2004, 9:50:27 AM by Quix (Choose this day whom U will serve: Shrillery & demonic goons or The King of Kings and Lord of Lords)
[ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 41 | View Replies]
To: **FormerACLUmember**

Today's NY Post front page:

---

44 posted on 6/22/2004, 9:53:40 AM by **dead** (I've got my eye out for Mullah Omar.)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 1 | View Replies]

To: **FormerACLUmember**

Thanks.

45 posted on 6/22/2004, 10:01:39 AM by **Quix** (Choose this day whom U will serve: Shrillery & demonic goons or The King of Kings and Lord of Lords)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 26 | View Replies]

To: **FormerACLUmember**

Thanks. Short and sweet and straight to the point.

46 posted on 6/22/2004, 3:19:27 PM by **Fred Nerks** (WHAT DID MOORE KNOW ABOUT BERG AND WHEN DID HE KNOW IT?)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 38 | View Replies]

To: **dead**

Post #46: Ah, the lovin' pseudowarmth of a serial sexual predator and his co-dependent enablin' honey.

Bill and Hillary are equally sick and evil. Not to mention both just as ravinously greedy for those ChiCom millions in bribe money for military secrets.

47 posted on 6/22/2004, 4:59:31 PM by **FormerACLUmember** (One man in the right makes a majority!)
[Post Reply | Private Reply | To 44 | View Replies]

To: **Quix; Mia T**
Thanks, but you can also wear latex lab gloves if you like. Frankly, I don't think there is anything anyone could do if you inserted something into the book that did no damage.

I also distribute the MiaT Juanita Broddrick interview on CD where she recounts her rape by Krinton. Mia has formatted the interview on a downloadable link and I encourage every good FReeper to burn as many copies as possible and give 'em away by the sackfull.

I'm also looking for a way to produce stickers (just download, print and use), too, so that irreverent lampoons of the left, Effing Kerry and krinton can be displayed in public places all over America. Now that one might get you a fine for defacing private property but, what the heck, if the RATs win, there won't be such a thing as private property.

How's Mom - all well?

48 posted on 6/22/2004, 8:20:20 PM by WorkingClassFilth (Back to an old favorite: DEFUND NPR & PBS - THE AMERICAN PRAVDA) [ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 43 | View Replies]

To: WorkingClassFilth

GREAT IDEAS.

I formatted a lot of Doug from Uplands Shrillery stuff to 3 X 5 cards to pass out and have on business counters. It never caught on.

I think the stickers could easily be done with mailing labels. Lots of software works with those.

And, they can be put on cardboard boxes that are mostly inconsequential. Also, the backing can be peeled away just 1/4th inch worth and thereby lightly tacked to say car door handles or some such. Getting trickier, though in terms of liabilities.

I really wouldn't like to risk liabilities not only for hassle reasons but because we prefer to change minds, not irritate them.

Thanks much.

Addy changing--send FREEPMAIL if you want it.

Blessings, hugs,

49 posted on 6/22/2004, 9:57:29 PM by Quix (Choose this day whom U will serve: Shrillery & demonic goons or The King of Kings and Lord of Lords) [ Post Reply | Private Reply | To 48 | View Replies]

To: WorkingClassFilth

Thanks for asking, Mom had a rough day--upchucking breakfast and not being overly rational most of the day. Usually the mornings are not so irrational. Maybe this is a new stage. Just so it means she lingers in limbo less time.

Bless you for asking.
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